Heritage Year 5+
Guide to ordering our bespoke XXV Sports’ Kit
Towards the end of Year 4, you will be asked to order our bespoke Sports’ Kit for your child, in preparation for
Year 5.

Compulsory items:
Girl’s polo shirt

This item starts in size 28”, which is the equivalent to
age 7-8. They are quite generous in size.

Girl’s skort

This item starts in size 24”, which is equivalent to
age 7-8.

Boys polo shirt
Unfortunately we do not currently have an image of these. They are the same as the girls’ polo shirts,
but have buttons instead of an open collar. They start in size 28”, which is equivalent to age 7-8.
Boys shorts
Unfortunately we do not currently have an image of these. We usually start from size 24”, which is the
equivalent of 9-10.
Red hockey socks
These come in shoe sizes: 12-2, 3-6, 7-11

Optional unisex items (for warmth and rain/wind protection):

Midlayer fleece

A lovely warm item, which we start in size 28”, which is
the equivalent to age 9-10. Quite a snug, longer style.

Tracksuit top

This is a waterproof layer to go over the polo shirt
and/or midlayer.
This is a small fitting item, so a size 30” should do an
age 9-10.

Tracksuit pants

These are a generous sized item. 24” would do a 9-10 year
old.

Baselayers

We offer red baselayer tops (which are worn under the polo shirt in cold
weather). 28/30” is the age 9-10 equivalent.

We also offer baselayer leggings, which can be worn under the skort or
shorts in cold weather. 22/24” is the age 9-10 equivalent.

To place your orders please go to the usual Heritage online order forms, found on the Heritage
Website - Parent Portal (Practical Information - Uniform - Choose the relevant online order form to fill
in).
You will need to make sure that you choose your items from the Sports Items Y5-6.
Any questions, please do not hesitate to contact Mrs Hulett at uniform@heritageschool.org.uk

